As we struggle against the forces behind decades of violence, we must remember that
we aren’t fighting with strangers.
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OKLAHOMA CITY — The Oklahoma City National Memorial consists of two stark
structures connected by a reflecting pool, intended as monuments to the strength and
resiliency of the city. It’s also a contemplative space, where visitors can reflect on and honor
the 168 people who died in the April 1995 bombing, carried out by a white power terrorist
with ties to a network of like-minded extremists.
Attached to this memorial is a museum, which walks attendees through the events of the
day — the rescue efforts and the aftermath — with an unbroken focus on the men, women
and children who lost their lives. I hadn’t planned to visit, but I was in Oklahoma City and
thought it was an appropriate stop, given the latest outbreak of white power terror, an
attack on two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, that took the lives of 50 Muslim
worshipers and maimed dozens of others. I thought visiting the memorial might help me
reflect on the recurring nature of white supremacist violence, at home and abroad.
The museum portion of the memorial is a harrowing experience for visitors who give it their
full attention. You can listen to recordings of routine government proceedings that suddenly
erupt with the sound of the blast. You can examine debris and watch interviews with
survivors. Again and again, you see the faces of those victims. The young children stand
out.

Photographs of people killed in the Oklahoma City bombing are on display at the museum
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The museum doesn’t avoid either Timothy McVeigh or his chief accomplice, Terry Nichols,
who orchestrated the bombing. Visitors are given an almost play-by-play description of
McVeigh’s arrest. You can examine his getaway car and watch interviews with the law
enforcement officers who captured him. There is a map of the United States showing every
location he visited as he prepared his attack on the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. An
entire section of the exhibit is devoted to his trial and execution.

If visitors aren’t making those connections, they wouldn’t be alone.
President Trump doesn’t see them, and in the wake of the New Zealand attack, he called
white power violence a minor problem. “I think it’s a small group of people that have very,
very serious problems. It’s certainly a terrible thing.” Of course, it’s in the president’s
interest to downplay this activity, given his past equivocation on white supremacist violence
and use of white nationalist language.
Likewise, there’s been little soul-searching among Trump’s Republican allies about their
tolerance (or worse) of language that legitimizes anti-Muslim prejudice or places white
nationalist ideas into wider circulation. Instead, they are busy denying the weight of their
words. “If you find yourself using the tragedy in New Zealand to take backhanded swipes at
conservatives in America — many of my colleagues already have — then you really have no
shame and you are part of the problem,” said Dan Crenshaw, a Republican congressman
from Texas, on Twitter.
But you can’t separate the current wave of white power activity from the president’s dark
warnings of foreign “invaders” or the pervasive anti-Muslim rhetoric from conservative
media personalities or the outright use of white supremacist tropes from a sitting
congressperson. Words have weight, and this weight makes targets more vulnerable to all
forms of dehumanization, including those that end in violence.
But this problem goes far deeper than the particular rhetoric of a particular political party.
If the United States and other western democracies have a recurring problem with white
power and white supremacist violence, it’s because they grow out of habits and assumptions
that are still embedded in our societies. The extremists who dream of a white ethno-state
aren’t too far removed to the more ordinary people who see no problem with (and even
defend) continued segregation of schools and neighborhoods. The people who target
mosques at home are channeling our disregard for Muslim lives abroad. Settler societies
built on the removal and extermination of native peoples will produce ideologies that treat
those actions as good, even laudatory.
Which is just to say that as we struggle against the forces behind these decades of violence,
from Oklahoma City to Christchurch, we must remember that we aren’t fighting with
strangers. Instead, we are confronting the very worst of our legacy — wrestling with our
own shadows.
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